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A novel formalism for determining the source-induced noise in Stokes parameter measurements is derived for
sources with Gaussian statistics. The formalism is based on a concise expression for the autocovariance func-
tions of the Stokes parameters in terms of the second-order correlation properties of the optical field. At the
output of an optical system, source-induced noise can result not only from the intensity fluctuations of the
source but also from phase or polarization fluctuations. To describe the effect of the system, another formal-
ism for the propagation of the second-order correlation properties of the optical field is derived. We apply the
formalisms to analyze source-induced noise at the output of a birefringent medium, and in coherence-
multiplexing networks. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades broadband sources with very
short temporal coherence have been used in many appli-
cations. In one group of applications, low-coherence
sources in conjunction with an interferometer have been
used for characterizing the transmissive or reflective
properties of different systems. Examples include low-
coherence reflectometry1,2 and low-coherence
tomography.3,4 In these applications the low temporal
coherence is critical in achieving high spatial resolution.
Another group of applications is low-coherence multiplex-
ing of sensors5,6 and communication channels in fiber-
optic networks.7–9 These applications allow a number of
users to simultaneously share a wavelength band and
were considered as possible alternatives to wavelength-
division multiplexing in local area networks. The cross-
talk performance of low-coherence multiplexing networks
improves as the source bandwidth increases.

An inherent drawback of low-coherence sources is the
relatively high optical noise they induce in an optical net-
work. Light from low-coherence sources is characterized
by both amplitude and phase fluctuations. The ampli-
tude fluctuations give rise to intensity noise at the output
of a square-law detector, referred to as optical noise. Op-
tical noise is enhanced in networks that comprise mul-
tiple paths as the source phase noise is translated into
amplitude noise. Another contribution to noise enhance-
ment can occur in the presence of polarization-dependent
loss due to conversion of polarization fluctuations into in-
tensity noise. Unlike other noise mechanisms, such as
thermal noise or shot noise, source-induced optical noise
scales with the mean optical power. Hence, the ratio of
mean detected signal to source-induced optical noise can
not be improved by increasing the source power. In
many situations, source-induced noise becomes the limit-
ing factor on overall system performance. For example,
the capacity of optical communication channels incorpo-
rating coherence multiplexing was shown to be funda-
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mentally inferior to those based on wavelength-division
multiplexing strictly because of source-induced optical
noise.9–12 In low-coherence reflectometry the optical
noise associated with a single, relatively strong reflection
may limit the sensitivity of the measurement system.13,14

The statistical properties of the source-induced noise at
the detector output are described by fourth-order mo-
ments of the incoming optical field. The incoming field
may consist of several contributions, possibly originating
from different sources. Each of these contributions was
individually filtered by the response of a specific path
within the network. Therefore a general description of
the source-induced noise becomes complicated. Signifi-
cant simplification is obtained when considering thermal-
like sources, since the analytic signals associated with
their optical fields are well modeled by circular Gaussian
random processes.15 The high-order statistics of such
random processes can be expressed in terms of their
second-order moments, considerably reducing the com-
plexity of the evaluauation of source-induced noise.

Several previous studies have thoroughly investigated
the statistical properties of optical noise induced by
sources of Gaussian statistics at the output of optical net-
works. The majority of these studies considered the
noise associated with measurements of the output inten-
sity. Wentworth16 and Tur et al.17 derived expressions
for the power spectral density of the output intensity for
optical systems with discrete impulse responses. An
equivalent expression for systems with general impulse
responses was derived by Weissman,18 who also extended
this analysis to non-Gaussian sources.19,20

In many practical situations we are interested in ob-
servables other than the overall output intensity. For ex-
ample the capacity of coherence multiplexing was shown
to improve by implementing differential detection.8,21

The formalisms of Refs. 16 and 17 had to be modified to
evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of
this configuration.21 Other examples include
2005 Optical Society of America
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polarization-sensitive low-coherence reflectometry22,23

and polarization-sensitive, low-coherence tomography for
medical applications.24–27 In the latter two examples
high-spatial-resolution characteristics are obtained from
measurements of the reflected-light Stokes parameters.
Differential detection can be shown to be formally equiva-
lent to measurement of a Stokes parameter.

In this work we describe a formalism that permits the
evaluation of the source-induced optical noise in Stokes
parameter measurements for Gaussian sources. The op-
tical noise that accompanies a Stokes parameter mea-
surement is characterized by its autocovariance function.
There are two main results of the present work. First, a
concise expression for the autocovariance functions of the
Stokes parameters is obtained in terms of the second-
order correlation properties of the optical field. Second,
we derive a formalism for the propagation of these
second-order correlation properties through linear, time-
invariant systems. Hence the Stokes parameters’ auto-
covariance at the system output is expressed in terms of
the statistical properties of the input field and the trans-
fer properties of the system. We then apply the formal-
ism to analyze an implementation of coherence multiplex-
ing of communication channels based on polarization
control. This approach was previously proposed in Ref.
28, and its noise performance was quantified in the con-
text of multiplexing fiber sensors.6 Our analysis shows
that polarization-coherence multiplexing is advantageous
over previously reported scalar implementations in terms
of signal-to-optical-noise ratio.

This paper is organized as follows: The derivation of
the concise expression for the Stokes parameters’ autoco-
variance functions is described in Subsection 2.A. A for-
malism for finding the autocovariance of the Stokes pa-
rameters at the output of linear time-invariant systems is
described in Subsection 2.B. The specific case of systems
with discrete impulse response is discussed in Subsection
2.C. The usefulness of the proposed formalism is demon-
strated for a section of high-birefringence fiber and for
coherence-multiplexing networks in Subsections 3.A. and
3.B., respectively. Section 4 describes the analysis of
polarization-coherence multiplexing. Concluding re-
marks are given in Section 5.

2. THEORY
A. Autocorrelation of the Stokes Parameters
Let E(t) 5 @Ex(t)Ey(t)#T denote a Jones column vector
describing light from a broadband source. It is assumed
that Ex(t) and Ey(t) are analytic signals that are jointly
circular complex Gaussian random processes.15 We also
assume that these random processes are ergodic, so that
time averaging and ensemble averaging are interchange-
able. We define the instantaneous coherency matrix of
E(t) as

J~t, t! [ E~t 1 t!E†~t !. (1)

Setting t 5 0 in Eq. (1) and averaging over time or en-
semble yields the widely used version of the coherency
matrix (see, for example, Ref. 15). The instantaneous co-
herency matrix can be expanded in terms of the Pauli
spin matrices as
J~t, t! 5
1
2 s–S~t, t!, (2)

where s is a vector of the identity matrix and the
three Pauli spin matrices ( s0 , s1 , s2 , s3), and
S [ @S0 , S1 , S2 , S3# is a vector of expansion coefficients
whose elements are given by

Sk~t, t! 5 trace@J~t, t!sk# 5 E†~t !skE~t 1 t!. (3)

The matrices sk are taken in the same order as in Ref. 29,
namely

s0 5 F1 0

0 1G , s1 5 F1 0

0 2 1G , s2 5 F0 1

1 0G ,
s3 5 F0 2 j

j 0 G . (4)

For t 5 0 the elements of S(t, t) become the instanta-
neous Stokes parameters.30 The classical Stokes param-
eters are obtained from S(t, t) by setting t 5 0 and av-
eraging over time or ensemble.31 Accordingly, with ^ &
denoting averaging, the classical Stokes parameters will
appear below as ^Sk(t, 0)& [ ^Sk(0)&. For brevity the
absolute time argument is omitted whenever averaging is
performed, leaving only the time-difference argument.
We are interested in the autocovariance function of the
Stokes parameter k, which can be expressed as

Ck
I ~t! 5 ^@Sk~t 1 t, 0! 2 ^Sk~0 !&#@Sk~t, 0! 2 ^Sk~0 !&#&

5 Gk
I ~t! 2 ^Sk~0 !&2. (5)

Here Gk
I (t) [ ^Sk(t 1 t, 0)Sk(t, 0)& denotes the autocor-

relation function of the instantaneous Stokes parameter
k, and the superscript I indicates correlation between
measured intensities rather then optical fields. Using
Eq. (3) we can express Gk

I (t) in terms of the optical field
as

Gk
I ~t! 5 ^E†~t 1 t!skE~t 1 t!E†~t !skE~t !&

5 ^E†~t 1 t!skJ~t, t!skE~t !&. (6)

With the use of Eq. (2) we obtain

Gk
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^@E†~t 1 t!sksskE~t !# • S~t, t!&, (7)

where skssk is again a vector of four matrices. Using
identities of Pauli spin matrices, we can show that

skssk 5 ~ s0 , jk~12k !s1 , jk~22k !s2 , jk~32k !s3!,

k 5 0...3.

Defining Nk [ sk mod 2 ^ sk div 2 , where ^ is the Kro-
necker product and div and mod denote, respectively, in-
teger division and division remainder, we then have from
Eq. (7)

Gk
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^E†~t 1 t!sE~t !NkS~t, t!&

5
1
2 ^S†~t, t!NkS~t, t!&. (8)

The 4 3 4 matrices Nk , given explicitly in Appendix A,
are all diagonal with constant elements. Equation (8) ex-
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presses the autocorrelation function of the Stokes param-
eters in terms of the vector S(t, t). The function can be
further simplified by use of the high-order moment theo-
rem for complex Gaussian random processes.15 Accord-
ing to this theorem any high-order moment of a Gaussian
random process can be expressed by use of moments of
the first and second orders only. Application of the
fourth-order moment theorem yields, after some algebraic
manipulations, a very simple expression for the autocova-
riance functions of the Stokes parameters of a Gaussian
field:

Ck
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^S~t!&†Nk^S~t!&. (9)

The details of the derivation are described in Appendix A.
The averaged vector ^S(t)&, which consists of second-order
moments of the optical field, contains all the required in-
formation for obtaining the autocovariance function of the
Stokes parameters. For k 5 0, Eq. (9) is equivalent to
the result in Ref. 18. In Subsection 2.B we will deter-
mine the autocovariance function at the output of a lin-
ear, time-invariant optical network. To that end we will
first address the issue of the transfer of ^S(t)& through the
network.

B. Transfer of ŠS(t)‹ through a Linear, Time-Invariant
Optical Network
Let Ein(t) denote the Jones vector of the light at the input
of a linear, time-invariant optical medium. The transfer
properties of the medium are described by a frequency-
dependent Jones matrix denoted here as H̃(v) or by its in-
verse Fourier transform H(t). Below we refer to H(t) as
the impulse-response matrix of the medium. The field at
the output of the medium can be expressed as

Ex out~t ! 5 H11~t !* Ex in~t ! 1 H12~t !* Ey in~t !,

Ey out~t ! 5 H21~t !* Ex in~t ! 1 H22~t !* Ey in~t !, (10)

where $Hjk(t), k 5 1,2; j 5 1,2% are the matrix elements
of H(t) and * denotes convolution. Equation (10) can be
written concisely in the form of a matrix convolution
Eout(t) 5 H(t)* Ein(t) or explicitly as Eout(t)
5 *2`

` H(t8)Ein(t 2 t8)dt8. With the use of Eq. (10) we
can now write the coherency matrix at the output of the
medium in terms of the input coherency matrix

Jout~t, t! 5 H~t !* Ein~t 1 t!Ein
† ~t !* H†~t !

5 E E H~t8!Ein~t 1 t 2 t8!Ein
† ~t

2 t9!H†~t9!dt8dt9

5 E E H~t8!Jin~t 2 t9, t 1 t9

2 t8!H†~t9!dt8dt9. (11)

Expanding the input and output coherency matrices in
terms of $ sk , k 5 0...3% and averaging both sides we
obtain
s • ^Sout~t!& 5 E E H~t8!s

• ^Sin~t 1 t9 2 t8!&H†~t9!dt8dt9

5 E E @H~t8!sH†~t9!#

• ^Sin~t 1 t9 2 t8!&dt8dt9. (12)

Further simplification can be obtained by transforming
the variables of integration according to t8 2 t9 → j and
t8 → h:

s • ^Sout~t!& 5 E F E H~h!sH†~h 2 j!dh G • ^Sin~t

2 j!&dj. (13)

Defining a 4 3 4 generalized Mueller matrix M(j) with
elements

mkj~j! [
1

2
traceH F E H~h!s jH†~h 2 j!dh GskJ , (14)

we can write Eq. (13) in the form of matrix convolution:

^Sout~t!& 5 E M~j!^Sin~t 2 j!&dj [ M~t!* ^Sin~t!&.

(15)

Equation (15) can be viewed as a generalized Mueller re-
lation expressing second-order correlation functions of the
output optical field in terms of their input counterparts.
Equations (9) and (15) enable the determination of the au-
tocovariance of the Stokes parameters at the output of an
optical medium for a given input field. It can be shown
that Eq. (15) is a generalization of the result in Ref. 18 for
k Þ 0.

In various practical situations the system under consid-
eration has multiple input and output ports. In these
cases the optical field at a given output comprises mul-
tiple contributions that we denote as $Eout

n (t), n
5 1...N%, where N is the number of input ports. In situ-
ations where different input ports are connected to differ-
ent independent sources ^Eout

n (t 1 t)Eout
m†(t)& 5 0 for any

t and n Þ m. Under these conditions it can be readily
shown that

^Jout~t!& 5 (
n51

N

^Jout
n ~t!&, (16)

where Jout
n (t, t) 5 Eout

n (t 1 t)Eout
n† (t). Denoting the

impulse-response matrix that describes the path from in-
put port n to the output by Hn(t) and the corresponding
generalized Mueller matrix as Mn(t), we obtain from Eq.
(15)

^Sout~t!& 5 (
n51

N

Mn~t!* ^Sin
n ~t!&. (17)

Here Sin
n (t, t) are the expansion coefficients of the in-

stantaneous coherency matrix at input n, Jin
n (t, t)

5 Ein
n (t 1 t)Ein

n†(t).
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C. Systems with Discrete Impulse Response
In many practical situations the optical system can be as-
sumed to have a discrete impulse response of the form

H~t ! 5 (
l51

L

hld ~t 2 tl!, (18)

where hl is a 2 3 2 matrix of transmission coefficients.
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (14) yields

mkj~j! [
1

2
traceH F E (

l51

L

(
i51

L

hls jhi
†d ~h 2 tl!

3 d ~h 2 j 2 ti!dhGskJ . (19)

Further simplification is obtained by interchanging the
order of summation, integration, and trace:

mkj~j! [
1

2 (
l51

L

(
i51

L

trace~hls jhi
†sk!d ~j 1 ti 2 tl!.

(20)

3. OUTPUT INTERFEROMTERIC NOISE
FOR SPECIFIC NETWORKS
A. Birefringent Medium
The system we consider in this example is a homogeneous
birefringent medium with principal axes oriented at 45°.
The source is assumed to be linearly polarized along the x
axis. The differential group delay (DGD) between the
medium’s principal axes is denoted as t0 . The impulse-
response matrix of this system is given by

The input is described by

^Sin~t!& 5 F G in
E ~t!

G in
E ~t!

0
0

G , (23)

where G in
E (t) denotes the autocorrelation function of the

input field. Using Eq. (15) we obtain the corresponding
output vector:

^Sout~t!& 5 F G in
E ~t!

1
2 G in

E ~t 2 t0! 1
1
2 G in

E ~t 1 t0!

0
j
2 G in

E ~t 2 t0! 2
j
2 G in

E ~t 1 t0!

G . (24)

H~t ! 5
1

2
Fd ~t 1 t0/2! 1 d ~t 2 t0/2! d ~t 1 t0/2! 2 d ~t 2

d ~t 1 t0/2! 2 d ~t 2 t0/2! d ~t 1 t0/2! 1 d ~t 2

Using Eq. (20), can find the corresponding generalized Mu

M~t! 5 F d ~t! 0 0

0 1
2 d ~t 2 t0! 1

1
2 d ~t 1 t0! 0 2

j
2 d

0 0 d ~t!

0 j
2 d ~t 2 t0! 2

j
2 d ~t 1 t0! 0 1

2 d ~
Using Eq. (9), we find the autocovariance of the output in-
tensity:

C0,out
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^Sout~t!&†N0^Sout~t!&

5
1
2 uG in

E ~t!u2 1
1
8 uG in

E ~t 2 t0! 1 G in
E ~t 1 t0!u2

1
1
8 uG in

E ~t 2 t0! 2 G in
E ~t 1 t0!u2

5
1
4 ~2uG in

E ~t!u2 1 uG in
E ~t 1 t0!u2

1 uG in
E ~t 2 t0!u2!. (25)

The power spectrum of the interferometric noise of the
output intensity is given by the Fourier transform of Eq.
(25) as

Pout,0~v! 5
1
2 @1 1 cos~vt0!#P in~v!. (26)

Here,

P in~v! [ E
2`

`
1
2 ^Sin~t!&†N0^Sin~t!&exp~ jvt!dt

5 E
2`

`

uG in
E ~t!u2 exp~ jvt!dt

denotes the power spectrum of the input source intensity
noise.

Similarly, the interferometric noise power spectrum for
k 5 1 accompanying measurement of the Stokes param-
eter S1 may also be determined. Equations (9) and (24)
yield

C0,out
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^Sout~t!&†N1^Sout~t!&

5
1
2 uG in

E ~t!u2 1
1
8 uG in

E ~t 2 t0! 1 G in
E ~t 1 t0!u2

2
1
8 uG in

E ~t 2 t0! 2 G in
E ~t 1 t0!u2

5
1
2 $uG in

E ~t!u2 1 Re@G in
E ~t 2 t0!G in

E ~t 1 t0!* #%.

(27)

In the incoherent limit the DGD is far longer than the
source coherence time, and there is no overlap between
G in

E (t 2 t0) and G in
E (t 1 t0). Equation (27) then reduces

to

C1,out
I ~t! 5

1
2 uG in

E ~t!u2⇒Pout,1~v! 5
1
2 P in~v!. (28)

0/2!

0/2!
G . (21)

r matrix M(t) as

0

2 t0! 1
j
2 d ~t 1 t0!

0

t0! 1
1
2 d ~t 1 t0!

G . (22)
t

t

elle

~t

t 2
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The formalism of Section 2 can be adopted to analyze
any polarization-independent 2 3 2 network. In such
situations C0,out

I (t) describes the autocovariance of the to-
tal output intensity and C1,out

I (t) describes the autocova-
riance of the signal obtained by differential detection.21,32

Specifically the example analyzed in this section is
equivalent to a single Mach–Zehnder interferometer
(MZI). In previous studies17 the interferometric noise
power spectrum of the intensity at a single output arm of
a MZI was derived. This would be equivalent to placing
a polarizer aligned with the x axis at the output of the
45°-oriented birefringent medium. The generalized
Mueller matrix then becomes

Following steps similar to those used in deriving Eq. (26)
we reproduce the result of Ref. 17 for the interferometric
noise power spectrum:

Pout,0~v! 5
1
4 @1 1

1
2 cos~vt0!#P in~v!. (30)

B. Coherence Multiplexing
Coherence multiplexing has been studied over the past
two decades as an architecture for asynchronous multi-
plexing of a large number of users in optical communica-
tions networks.7,9,33,34 In a typical scheme, each trans-
mitter consists of a low-coherence source such as a
superluminescent light-emitting diode or an erbium-
doped fiber amplifier, and a MZI. To reduce cross talk
and interferometric noise, the differential delays of the
MZIs, $tn , n 5 1...N%, must be judiciously chosen with
respect to the coherence time of the sources tc .7,16 All
sums and differences of any two delays, and the delays
themselves, should be spaced by several tc . Data are

M~t! 5 3
1

2
d ~t!

1

4
d ~t 2 t0! 1

1

4
d ~t 1 t0! 0 2

j

4
d ~

1

2
d ~t!

1

4
d ~t 2 t0! 1

1

4
d ~t 1 t0! 0 2

j

4
d ~

0 0 0

0 0 0
transmitted either by amplitude modulation33 or through
modulation of the differential phase of the MZI.8

One of the MZI outputs from each transmitter is linked
through an N 3 N coupler to all receivers as described in
Fig. 1. Each receiver consists of another MZI whose de-
lay can be tuned to match that of any transmitter to well
within tc . Therefore, between any transmitter and any
receiver there are four different optical paths. When the
receiver MZI is tuned to a given transmitter, two of the
four paths are of nearly equal optical length, and the cor-
responding optical fields add up coherently. In contrast,
when the receiver is not tuned, all four signals add up in-
coherently.

The capacity and performance of coherence multiplex-
ing were shown to be critically limited by interferometric
noise arising from beating between incoherent
signals.8,10–12,21 The SNR of the detected electrical sig-
nal degrades with N2 (Refs. 21 and 27) and may be im-
proved by using differential detection at the receiver
output.21 The capacity enhancement of differential de-
tection has also been demonstrated experimentally.8

We illustrate the use of the formalism of Section 2 in
estimating the SNR at the receiver output in a specific
implementation of coherence multiplexing. In this
implementation the source is connected to one input of
the transmitter MZI. Data are imparted to the transmit-
ted light by modulating the differential phase at the
transmitter MZI and retrieved by differential detection of
the two receiver outputs.8 The output of a differential
detector with an integration time T, at t 5 0, can be de-
scribed by W 5 *0

TS1(t8, 0)dt8, and the corresponding
SNR is given by SNR 5 ^W&2/(^W2& 2 ^W&2). Following
Ref. 15 it can be shown that ^W&2 5 T2^S1(0)&2 and that

t0! 1
j

4
d ~t 1 t0!

t0! 1
j

4
d ~t 1 t0!

0

0

4 . (29)
t 2

t 2

Fig. 1. Configuration for scalar implementation of coherence multiplexing.
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for the incoherent limit ^W2& 2 ^W&2 5 T*2`
` C1

I (t)dt.
We assume a worst-case scenario in which the polariza-
tions of all signals are aligned. In addition we assume
that each transmitter is connected to a different source
and that all sources have an identical autocorrelation
function G in

E (t).
Consider a receiver whose MZI is tuned to the differen-

tial delay of transmitter m. The impulse-response ma-
trix describing the path from transmitter n to the receiver
is given by

Hn~t ! 5 FH11 H12

H21 H22
G ,

H11~t ! 5
1

4
$exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 2 d ~t 2 tn!

2 exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 1 d@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#%,

H12~t ! 5
j

4
$exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 1 d ~t 2 tn!

2 exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 2 d@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#%,
H21~t ! 5
j

4
$exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 2 d ~t 2 tn!

1 exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 2 d@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#%,

H22~t ! 5
21

4
$exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 1 d ~t 2 tn!

1 exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 1 d@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#%.

(31)

In Eq. (31) wn 5 0, p is the data-carrying–modulating
phase, and we have not included the common attenuation
of the N 3 N coupler. It can be shown that the differen-
tial detector output is21

^W& 5
T

4
cos~ wm!I in 5 6

T

4
I in , (32)

where I in is the launched optical power of the matched
transmitter.

Using Eqs. (31) and (14) we obtain the generalized
Mueller matrices Mn(t). Equations (17) and (23) are
^Sout~t!& 5
1

16

l

8NG in
E ~t! 2 4G in

E ~t 2 tm! 2 4G in
E ~t 1 tm! 2 4 (

nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E ~t 2 tn!

2 4 (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E ~t 1 tn!

4G in
E ~t! 2 4NG in

E ~t 2 tm! 2 4NG in
E ~t 1 tm! 1 2(

n51

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 2 ~tm 1 tn!#

1 2(
n51

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 1 ~tm 1 tn!# 1 2 (

nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 2 ~tm 2 tn!#

1 2 (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 1 ~tm 2 tn!#

24jNG in
E ~t 2 tm! 1 4jNG in

E ~t 1 tm! 1 2j(
n51

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 2 ~tm 1 tn!#

2 2j(
n51

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 1 ~tm 1 tn!# 2 2j (

nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 2 ~tm 2 tn!#

1 2j (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!G in
E @t 1 ~tm 2 tn!#

0

m
. (33)
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The autocovariance C1
I (t) is then obtained from ^Sout(t)&

by using Eq. (9). It is a sum of terms, each proportional
to G in

E (t 2 ta)G in
E (t 2 tb)* , where ta,b denote the differen-

tial delay in a specific transmitter or the sum or differ-
ence of two such delays. Significant simplification is
achieved in the incoherent limit with the careful choice of
$tn%. Since all sums and differences of any two delays
and the delays themselves are spaced by several tc , all
terms for which ta Þ tb can be neglected. Hence we ob-
tain

C1,out
I ~t! 5

1

32 H ~4N2 1 1 !uG in
E ~t!u2 1 (

n51

N

@ uG in
E ~t 2 tn!u2

1 uG in
E ~t 1 tn!u2#J . (34)

Note that C1
I (t) is independent of the data of all transmit-

ters. With use of the widely accepted definition for the
source coherence time, tc [ * uGE(t)u2dt/I2,15 the noise
variance is

^W2& 2 ^W&2 5 TE
2`

`

C1
I ~t!dt

5
I in

2 tcT

32
~4N2 1 2N 1 1 !. (35)

The output SNR for a large number of simultaneous users
is given by

SNR '
T

2tcN
2

. (36)

Noting that T 5 1/(2Be), where 2Be is the double-sided
electronic bandwidth,35 we obtain the same result as ob-
tained by Ref. 21.

We have checked the formalism proposed in Section 2
in two known, specific cases for which the source-induced
noise statistics had been previously studied. In both
cases, the systems were linear, time invariant and with
discrete impulse responses, and the noise statistics was
evaluated at the incoherent limit. In previous funda-
mental works expressions for the output noise statistics
for similar situations were derived.16,17 In both refer-
ences, the noise statistics was expressed as a sum over all
fourth-order moments of field contributions at the re-
ceiver, and a set of selection rules was required to deter-
mine which moments contribute to the noise. Even more
intricate selection rules were needed for analysis of differ-
ential detection.36 In the formalism described above,
these selections rules are automatically observed by
maintaining only terms in G in

E (t 2 ta)G in
E (t 2 tb)* for

which ta 5 tb in evaluating Ck
I (t), thereby significantly

simplifying the calculation. Furthermore, the proposed
formalism is particularly convenient for calculating the
noise statistics in differential detection, since it is equiva-
lent to finding the noise statistics for the Stokes param-
eter S1 . Accordingly such calculation does not require
specific selection rules, in contrast to the cases in Refs. 21
and 36.

4. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO
ENHANCEMENT IN POLARIZATION-
COHERENCE MULTIPLEXING
The principles of coherence multiplexing can be imple-
mented by using the differential delays of high-
birefringence (Hi-Bi) fibers instead of MZIs, as pointed
out in Refs. 5, 6, and 28. A schematic of a possible imple-
mentation is shown in Fig. 2. In the transmitter light
from a low-coherence source is launched into a Hi-Bi fiber.
The light is linearly polarized and oriented at 45° with re-
spect to the principal axes of the Hi-Bi fiber. In a man-
ner similar to that described in Section 3, data are en-
coded through differential phase shifts of either 0 or p
between the two principal axes of the Hi-Bi fiber. Since
power is split evenly between the two axes, and the dif-
ferential delay is far longer than the source coherence
time, the light coming out of the transmitter is completely
depolarized.

The signals from all N users are combined by a regular
(nonpolarization-maintaining) N 3 N coupler. For sim-
plicity we assume that the effects of polarization-mode
dispersion (PMD) are negligible, so that the delay be-
tween the two replicas of the input field from each source
remains unchanged. However, the polarizations arriving
at the receiver are random and different for each user.
At the receiver there is a second section of a Hi-Bi fiber
whose DGD is tuned to cancel the DGD of the chosen
transmitter. A polarization controller preceding the
Hi-Bi fiber is adjusted to eliminate any polarization
transformation that occurs between the chosen transmit-
ter and the receiver. The DGDs of different users are de-
signed in the same manner as the differential delays of
the MZIs in Section 3. As a result the light from the cho-
sen transmitter becomes polarized again, while light from
all other users remains unpolarized.

The state of polarization of the reconstructed signal is
645° with respect to the principal axis of the receiver
Hi-Bi fiber, depending on the modulating phase. A
Fig. 2. Configuration for implementation of polarization-coherence multiplexing.
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broadband polarimeter is used to measure the Stokes pa-
rameter S2 that carries the transmitted data. Note that
such a polarimeter can be constructed from a fixed polar-
ization controller, a polarization beam splitter, and a dif-
ferential detector.

Implementation of this variant of coherence multiplex-
ing raises some practical concerns since polarization con-
trol is necessary. When a particular receiver switches be-
tween users, the state of its polarization controller must
be adjusted in addition to its DGD. Furthermore, dy-
namic polarization control is required to compensate for
variations in the incoming state of polarization. On the
other hand, the output SNR is improved, as we show be-
low.

We denote the arbitrary polarization transformation
between transmitter n and receiver m by the general uni-
tary matrix Un 5 @

2bn* an*
an bn #, where uanu2 1 ubnu2 5 1. The

overall impulse-response matrix from input n to the po-
larimeter of receiver m is given by

Hn~t ! 5 FH11 H12

H21 H22
G ,

H11~t ! 5 a exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 1 bd@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#,

H12~t ! 5 2a exp~ jwn!d ~t 2 tm! 1 bd@t 2 ~tn 1 tm!#,

H21~t ! 5 2b* exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 1 a* d ~t 2 tn!,

H22~t ! 5 b* exp~ jwn!d ~t ! 1 a* d ~t 2 tn!. (37)

For the chosen transmitter Un 5 I, and the detected sig-
nal can be shown to be four times stronger than that of
the scalar implementation

^W& 5 T cos~ wm!I in 5 6TI in . (38)

Again Eq. (14) is used to obtain the generalized Mueller
matrices Mn(t), and Eqs. (17) and (23) are used to deter-
mine ^Sout(t)&:

^S0,out~t!& 5 NG in
E ~t!,

^S1,out~t!& 5 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!an* bnG in
E ~t 2 tn!

1 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!anbn* G in
E ~t 1 tn!,

^S2,out~t!& 5 cos~ wm!G in
E ~t!

1
1

2 H (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!an
2G in

E @t 2 ~tm 2 tn!#

1 (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!an*
2G in

E @t 1 ~tm 2 tn!#

1 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!bn
2G in

E @t 2 ~tm 1 tn!#

2 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!bn*
2G in

E @t 1 ~tm 1 tn!#J
^S3,out~t!& 5 sin~ wm!G in
E ~t!

1
j

2 H (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!an
2G in

E @t 2 ~tm 2 tn!#

2 (
nÞm

N

exp~ jwn!an*
2G in

E @t 1 ~tm 2 tn!#

1 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!bn
2G in

E @t 2 ~tm 1 tn!#

1 (
n51

N

exp~ jwn!bn*
2G in

E @t 1 ~tm 1 tn!#J
(39)

The autocovariance C2,out
I (t) is then obtained from

^Sout(t)& by use of Eq. (9):

C2,out
I ~t! 5

1

2 H ~N2 1 1 !uG in
E ~t!u2 2 (

nÞm

N

uanu2ubnu2

3 @ uG in
E ~t 2 tn!u2 1 uG in

E ~t 1 tn!u2#J ,

(40)

And the noise variance then is

^W2& 2 ^W&2 5 TE
2`

`

C2
I ~t!dt 5

I in
2 tcT

2 FN2 1 1

2 (
nÞm

N

uanu2~1 2 uanu2!G
<

I in
2 tcT

2
~N2 1 1 !. (41)

Hence, the SNR for a large number of users and worst-
case polarization conditions is

SNR '
2T

tcN
2
. (42)

This result reflects an improvement of the SNR by a fac-
tor of four with respect to relation (36).

5. SUMMARY
In this paper, a formalism is derived for calculating the
optical noise induced by Gaussian sources in Stokes pa-
rameter measurements. The formalism is based on a
concise expression for the autocovariance of the Stokes
parameters, and a Mueller-like relation for the propaga-
tion of the second-order moments of the optical field. It
represents a generalization of previous results that were
limited to measured intensity or differential intensity.
The formalism can be applied to systems with continuous
or discrete impulse responses. In the latter case, it offers
significant simplification over previous methods when ap-
plied to complex networks, in the incoherent limit.
These previous methods used a set of selection rules to de-
termine which of the fourth-order moments contributed to
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the noise. Even more intricate selection rules were
needed for analysis of differential detection. In the pro-
posed formalism these selection rules are automatically
observed by maintaining only terms of the form uG in

E (t
2 ta)u2 in evaluating the autocovariance of the Stokes

parameters. Furthermore, the proposed formalism is
particularly convenient in differential detection since it is
equivalent to finding the noise for the Stokes parameter
S1 , and no selection rules are required.

To check the formalism we used it to calculate the
source-induced noise at the output of a birefringent me-
dium and in a coherence-multiplexing network. The re-
sults were consistent with those of previous studies. The
formalism was also used to analyze, to our knowledge for
the first time, the noise in a polarization-coherence-
multiplexing network. It was found that in worst-case
polarization conditions, this approach offers SNR im-
provement of 6 dB over previously reported configura-
tions.

Finally, it should be noted that while the current study
was limited to sources with Gaussian statistics, a similar
theory can be derived for other types of sources as well.
Theories for evaluating the noise that accompanies inten-
sity measurements exist for a laser source with phase
noise37 or for a general source.19,20 Generalization of the
proposed formalism to encompass non-Gaussian sources
in Stokes parameter measurements can be useful in
many applications, such as PMD measurements, PMD
mitigation, polarimetry, and ellipsometry.

APPENDIX A
The autocorrelation function for the Stokes parameter k
is given by Eq. (8) as

Gk
I ~t! 5

1
2 ^S†~t, t!NkS~t, t!&, (A1)

where the matrices Nk are given by Nk [ sk mod 2
^ sk div 2 or, explicitly,

N0 5 F 1

1

1

1
G , N1 5 F1 1

2 1

2 1
G ,

N2 5 F 1

2 1

1

2 1
G , N3 5 F1 2 1

2 1

1
G .

(A2)
Since the two polarization components of the optical field
are taken to be jointly circular Gaussian random pro-
cesses, we can apply the fourth-order-moments theorem
to express Gk

I (t) in terms of second-order moments. As
an example we shall now demonstrate how to find G0

I (t);
the autocorrelation functions of the rest of the Stokes pa-
rameters are similarly obtained. Using the definition
Sk(t, t) 5 E†(t)skE(t 1 t) and Eqs. (A1) and (A2), we
obtain for G0

I (t)
G0
I ~t! 5 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!Ex~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!Ey~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!Ex~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!Ey~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&. (A3)

The fourth-order-moment theorem for circular Gaussian
complex random processes, $ui , i 5 1...4% states that

^u1* u2* u3u4& 5 ^u1* u3&^u2* u4& 1 ^u1* u4&^u2* u3&.
(A4)

Applying the theorem to Eq. (A3) we obtain

G0
I ~t! 5 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t !&^Ex* ~t 1 t!Ex~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&^Ex~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t !&^Ey* ~t 1 t!Ey~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t !&^Ey* ~t 1 t!Ey~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&^Ex~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t !&^Ex* ~t 1 t!Ex~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&.

(A5)

Equation (A5) consists of four constant terms and four
terms that are dependent only on the time difference t.
We examine the constant terms first, given that S(t, 0) is
real:

^Ex* ~t !Ex~t !&^Ex* ~t 1 t!Ex~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t !&^Ey* ~t 1 t!Ey~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t !&^Ey* ~t 1 t!Ey~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t !&^Ex* ~t 1 t!Ex~t 1 t!&

5 @^Ex* ~t !Ex~t !& 1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t !&#@^Ex* ~t 1 t!

3 Ex~t 1 t!& 1 ^Ey* ~t 1 t!Ey~t 1 t!&#

5 ^S0~0 !&^S0~0 !& 5 ^S0~0 !&2. (A6)

We have therefore obtained an expression for the autoco-
variance function of the first Stokes parameter as

C0
I ~t! 5 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&^Ex~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&^Ex~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!&

1 ^Ey* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!&.

(A7)

The expression in Eq. (A6) can be simplified significantly
by adding and subtracting the following terms:

1
2 ^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ey* ~t 1 t!& 1 c.c.,

1
2 ^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&^Ey~t !Ex* ~t 1 t!& 1 c.c.,
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C0
I ~t! 5

1
2 u^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!& 1 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&u2

1
1
2 u^Ex* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!& 2 ^Ey* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!&u2

1
1
2 u^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!& 1 ^Ey* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&u2

1
1
2 u^Ex* ~t !Ey~t 1 t!& 2 ^Ey* ~t !Ex~t 1 t!&u2

5
1
2 @ u^S0~t!&u2 1 u^S1~t!&u2 1 u^S2~t!&u2

1 u^S3~t!&u2#

5
1
2 ^S†~t!&N0^S~t!&. (A8)

We have therefore derived Eq. (9) for the output intensity
(k 5 0). In a similar manner we have repeated this pro-
cedure for k 5 1, 2, 3 and obtained the rest of Eq. (9).
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